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Commentary - Melanie Scarborough: FAA crackdown leaves
a bitter taste
Apr 14, 2008 3:00 AM (589 days ago) by Melanie Scarborough, The Examiner

Related Topics: WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON (Map, News) -
Imagine taking a test and earning an “A” — but
receiving a failing mark because you didn’t
follow the irrelevant instruction to use a No. 2
pencil. That is the manner in which the federal
regulatory behemoth often operates. Even
when no harm is done or the mistake is
unintentional, the government levies Draconian
penalties for disobeying arbitrary edicts.

Last week’s debacle with American Airlines is a
case in point. The Federal Aviation

Administration forced the airline to ground a fleet of planes - canceling thousands of flights and
stranding a quarter of a million passengers - because not all the wire bundles in the planes’ wheel
wells had been clamped exactly one inch apart.

Aviation experts say this is a technical violation, not one that compromised safety. Planes don’t fall
out of the sky because some clamps are three-fourths of an inch apart and others are separated by
an inch and a quarter. Clearly, the FAA knew that; otherwise, it would not have given the airline 18
months to comply after issuing the directive in 2006.

The agency’s crackdown on an arcane regulation was a transparent response to criticism from some
in Congress that the FAA had become too “cozy” with the airlines. But it is a mistake to assume
that regulators must have an adversarial relationship with those they regulate. To the contrary,
because businesses know their operations better than an outside regulator ever could, they often
know more efficient ways to achieve the required goal. Whether the mission is to ensure safety or
environmental protection, collaboration can result in greater effectiveness that benefits everyone.

This story continues below

Advertisement

Unfortunately, it is more common for regulatory agencies to see themselves as hammers and
businesses as nails. Perhaps such a mindset is inevitable given the unbridled power regulators are
afforded. Although it is the role of Congress to make laws, for the past 30 years democracy has
been superseded by the regulatory state. Congress makes broad laws — e.g., airline travel must be
safe — and then hands off rule-making authority to bureaucrats who are unelected, unaccountable,
and unconcerned about the consequences of their decisions.

Forcing American Airlines to lose tens of millions of dollars last week didn’t punish a culpable
individual (if there is one). It punished the company’s innocent employees and stockholders. More
significantly, it penalized a quarter of a million blameless travelers who missed specific events: the
business deal that wasn’t made, the spring break vacation ruined, weddings and other once-in-a-
lifetime occasions forever lost.

While it gets more attention when the feds target big corporations such as American Airlines, the
overweening regulatory state is even more devastating on small businesses. One such case
occurred close to home a few years ago when regulators descended on a mom-and-pop operation
in Linden, Va., charging the 73-year-old owner, Ben Lacy, with violations of the Clean Water Act.

As Bart Hinkle of the Richmond Times-Dispatch reported at the time: Lacy is the son of a former
president of Union Theological Seminary. He also is a Sunday school teacher and a fellow who
sometimes let the county park its buses on his property. And he runs Linden Beverage Company. A
25-employee operation, Linden Beverage makes Alpenglow, a sparkling apple beverage (no alcohol,
no additives, no preservatives) in a shed behind a country store selling fresh-baked pies, coonskin
caps, and American flags.

Excess apple juice is rinsed off the bottles with water (no detergent); the rinse goes through three
sedimentation tanks, joins some treated wastewater from two bathrooms, and then empties from a
four-inch plastic pipe into a creek called Manassas Run. The government said the apple juice was
pollution. It also said that on several lines of several discharge monitoring reports over several
years, Lacy intentionally had recorded false figures or neglected to record the correct ones.

For this, Lacy faced 24 years in prison and $2 million in fines.

After harassing him for years and costing him untold legal expenses, the feds had to settle for
wringing a $2,500 fine from Lacy and ordering him to write a public apology for the local newspaper
-- the sort of punishment one would expect to be dished out by seventh graders on a school honor
council.

The rightful role of government is to be our servant, not our master; but the modern regulatory state
turns that notion on its head. If some Americans are bitter, as Barack Obama says, it isn’t always
without cause.

Examiner Columnist Melanie Scarborough lives in Alexandria.
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Julia says:

Ericka, The best way to secure the United States from "Islamic extremists" is to change US foreign
policy in the Middle East. All you have to do is listen to the words of the 9/11 masterminds
themselves. During the hearings on the 9/11 Commission Report, the panel said themselves that the
hijackers were furious at the United States for supporting Israel as well as corrupt, hated Arab
regimes (such as the Saudi Royal Family). The only way to prevent more acts of terrorism against the
USA is for us to have a more balanced policy in the Middle East in which we stop giving unconditional
support to Israel. Every year in the UN there is a vote on the two-state settlement in Israel-Palestine
where Israel will return to its pre-1967 borders. Every year the United States and Israel (along with a
few south sea island nations who sell their votes for foreign aid) vote against it when most other
nations vote for it. We must accept the global consensus. youtube.com/watch?v=J1bm2GPoFfg

4:03 PM MST on Mon., Nov. 23, 2009 re: "Ericka Andersen: ‘Obsession’ makes clear it’s time to protect
America"

Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Dee says:

Thanks! You're a riot! "Although a man and a woman may legally wed, the law does not consider the
marriage valid unless it is consummated." The marriage license, the signatures on it, and its
submission to the local registrar make the union legal. That is the law. You should get a little 'Penis
plus Vagina equals Marriage'T-shirt. Be sure to include graphics on the back. I'm sure you'll be just
precious in it!

3:59 PM MST on Sun., Nov. 15, 2009 re: "Melanie Scarborough: Gay marriage not physically possible"

Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Uh, dood, man  says:

You both make valid points, and I from having known a few, can viably say there are agreements and
disagreements that follow along the gray areas of life here. The truth simply is, there's few
mechanisms in our culture to ascertain the actual personal adjustment felons have post processing
and penalty. Rehabs, supervisions and probation although all effective for enforcing legal behavior,
their extension to this premise would not make sense. In every day life, years past the circumstances
that led some to felony behavior and actions, the few people that can ever testify on behalf of a
felon's change are his employer/friends&family, keep in mind some employers are profiteering legally,
and some in far more dangerous ways then of a usual non-violent felony arrestee. With laws always
being subject to change, how do we let anyone in business or gov. judge the long-term conscience of
the public without enough public&legal mechanisms to help properly judge&expunge offenses over
time?

3:04 PM MST on Sun., Nov. 15, 2009 re: "Sens. Tom Coburn and Barack Obama: Signs of hope in passage
of transparency bill"

Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

liberty takes guts AND brains says:

- "...some felons have learned their lesson..." - "...they paid their debt...they are still Americans..." -
"...don't be so judgmental...you just didn't get caught..." - "...people make mistakes and change...start
forgiving..." Bulls***!!! The vast majority of us have NEVER committed a felony. It takes monumental
cowardice and narcissism as well as wickedness to victimize innocent people. Those proven beyond
a reasonable doubt in a court of law to be wicked, narcissistic, and cowardly should be kept miles
away forever from the election polls in a free country. We're still free today, right? How about
tomorrow? Americans, you'd better start thinking very hard and very clearly from now on, or one
morning (could be before the week is out) you're going to wake up to the sad fact that our heritage of
liberty is dead and buried and you are now a paeon under some tyrant's (BHO) iron-fisted rule!

5:36 AM MST on Fri., Oct. 23, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon disenfranchisement
is actually a good idea"

1 agree | 1 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

bob doughty says:

there was a study thirty years ago of workers of an asbestos mine in Globe, Az. What happened to
the study as I understand the finding showed no link to cancer.

9:44 AM MST on Wed., Oct. 21, 2009 re: "Jim Copland: Asbestos litigation far from over"

1 agree | 3 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

ROB says:

PEOPLE MAKE MISTAKES AND PEOPLE CHANGE I KNOW EVERYONE CHANGES IN TIME
FELONS SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO VOTE DEPENDING ON THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE
CRIME WE NEED TO STOP HATING AND START FORGIVING SOME PEOPLE DEPENDING ON
THE CRIME WE ARE SO FAST TO JUDGE OTHER PEOPLE THE RIGHT TO VOTE THEY ARE
STILL AMERICAN CITIZENS YOU CANT TELL ME YOU AINT DID SOMETHING YOU REGRET

4:13 AM MST on Sun., Oct. 18, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

2 agree | 2 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Glenda says:

Okay everything is understandable, but you have to look at it to the point where there are some
felons out here that has learned a lesson and has ben doing the right thing. Why are they still not able
to vote. Then you have those crimes that aren't even that serius and you still take rights away. Now
trhings like rthat is where consideration needs to come in at because some people feel that since its
not a win win situation and I will still be considered locked up when I get out whats the purpose for
doing right. Because if I do right and get myself together where is the let up. Felons are just freely still
in jail walking around town because its nothing for them to do and no help out here for them. Jobs
won't hire you, apartments won't except you, you can't vote, you can't protect yourself with a gun if
you have to, man all this is is a bunch of bull. Habitual offenders now we ar talking something else
they just flat out don't want to try and do right

1:45 PM MST on Sat., Oct. 17, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

3 agree | 3 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

adriana says:

what is the source of this information

3:09 PM MST on Tue., Oct. 13, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - YES: Punishment shouldn’t
be confused with basic rights"

6 agree | 4 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Dan B says:

Wow. What a load of nonsense. You are bereft of the facts my friend. There is no 'scientific' theory on
the origin of species other than evolution via natural selection. In all my time I have not read a single
article that held any weight scientifically or factually that favoured creationism or I.D. its sexier
sounding cousin. It is a religious concept and the point being made was someone who thinks with
blind faith inspite of scientic FACT is surely NOT the best person for presidential responsibilities. Now
if they want to debate evolution that is fine, it's not that Darwin got things wrong however and saying
"God did it" is NOT a scientific theory..it is religious Dogma. You also misrepresent the Vatican's
position, they accept Darwin's theory of natural selection... they do this as in most parts of the world,
denying what people KNOW to be true doesn't get you many followers. In ignorant American, that
isn't so.

8:50 AM MST on Fri., Oct. 9, 2009 re: "Logan Gage: What does being president have to do with evolution?"

5 agree | 5 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Birdzilla says:

According to those green wackos the earth will look like it did in that stupid KEVIN KOSNER movie
WATERWORLD what a bunch of blabbering jerks

11:22 PM MST on Tue., Sep. 1, 2009 re: "Mark Newgent: Stupid environmentalist tricks in College Park"

13 agree | 13 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Joseph part2 says:

He assured me that this person was of good standing and would secure the investment with a
promissory note and funds being held in a bank in Los Angeles as collateral. I called the bank and
was assured that the funds were on deposit at the bank. Due to the fact that I had to make various
payments on an agreed upon schedule to satisfy the arbitration ruling I agreed. I than received a
promissory note and with the verification from the bank I agreed to the short-term loan. As the time to
close the transaction approached I proceeded to request return of my funds. I called and faxed
various requests for the moneys to be returned to my attorney. I was given numerous excuses by this
attorney referencing various delays. Subsequently, the “secured” funds were somehow withdrawn
from the Los Angeles bank and I began a search for those funds. I was always told by the “co-
conspirator” that he was responsible and would be returning the funds within a specified time.

12:46 PM MST on Fri., Aug. 28, 2009 re: "Daniel Popeo: A growing gallery of rogue lawyers"

15 agree | 15 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

wayneo1257 says:

The difference between a felon and most other people is felons got caught! Don't be so quick to judge
another person when you aren't squeaky clean yourself. I slapped (not beat) my 13y/o daughter when
I found out she was having sex with 7 guys, 4 of whom were 18 & 19 y/o and going to the University
of south Florida. I became a felon for that! Age of consent is 16 so, no...it wasn't ok for her to do that
or for those 4 young men to commit a sex offense against my daughter. My point is anyone can be
convicted of a crime and have the rest of there lives decimated. We lose everything good in our lives
and spend years trying to reconstruct even a small portion of it. It's easy to say no, "they shouldn't"
until  you become one "they."

6:49 PM MST on Wed., Aug. 26, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

17 agree | 18 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Matt says:

The high rate of recidivism is arguably due to the overall unwillingness of our society to accept
individuals convicted of crimes back into the fold. This unwillingness tends to lead to difficulties in
finding employment, residence, and even social acceptance. This is due in part, because our penal
system, as reactionary as it is, is "broken." Society does not have confidence in the system to truly
reform "criminals." Whether that lack of confidence is conscious or unconscious, the end result is the
same. Society built and maintains the penal system. If we do not have faith in its abilities to reform
people who commit crimes, perhaps our energy is better directed at the reform of that system, as
opposed to continued (reactionary) efforts to limit the rights of individuals who have been a part of
that system. In the interim, a person who is convicted of a crime and sentenced SHOULD have his or
her rights restored WITHOUT LIMITATION upon seeing that sentence through.

12:20 PM MST on Wed., Jul. 29, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

32 agree | 29 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Jamila Hayes says:

I believe that felons should have the right to vote. Just like any other legal citizen their lives are being
affected as well. When felons are released from prison they get jobs like other citizens and must pay
taxes. By not allowing them to vote this is basic "Taxation without Representation". Felons are not
given a voice while in jail and now they do not have a voice out of jail.  That is basically telling them
that they are second class citizens and that is far form the truth because everyone is equal. This
country was founded on equality. Thomas Jefferson the writer of the Declaration of Independence
believed that every person should have the right life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

7:17 PM MST on Tue., Jul. 21, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

30 agree | 30 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Melanie Repine says:

Charles i loved the articale dont even know how i ran across it but wow!! it was brilliant, really
education and intresting. i love the humor in it! great job!!!

11:36 AM MST on Thu., Jul. 16, 2009 re: "Charles Repine: May 8-14 is National Stuttering Awareness Week"

25 agree | 23 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

when your as guilty as the other batch of parasites, you keep your mouth shut and sit on your hands.
AS PROVEN BY TIME TO DATE!

11:11 AM MST on Tue., Jun. 2, 2009 re: "Ed Morrissey: Is this how Democrats plan to drain the swamp?"

57 agree | 49 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Jennifer says:

What if a heterosexual man, due to genetics, paralysis or an injury, is impotent? Will he be banned
from marrying a woman because he is unable to consummate the marriage? And if the only thing that
validates marriage, in your opinion, is one kind of sex, then are people who choose to have sex
outside of marriage automatically married? This is an absurd argument. It also simplistically reduces
marriage to one aspect of a couple's life together.

3:17 PM MST on Thu., May. 28, 2009 re: "Melanie Scarborough: Gay marriage not physically possible"

57 agree | 50 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

I think that some felons be able to vote first because of equal right they should be able to voted
acording to the crime they did!!!!

4:07 PM MST on Tue., May. 5, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - YES: Punishment shouldn’t
be confused with basic rights"

59 agree | 52 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

i say no. Felons should be allowed to vote take way their rights and their life. Just like they did to the
one they hurt. Also to the family of that one person.

6:45 AM MST on Mon., Apr. 13, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

64 agree | 80 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Les Bian says:

Finally someone that understands what marraige is really about. The term gay marraige is a oximoron.

5:23 AM MST on Wed., Apr. 8, 2009 re: "Melanie Scarborough: Gay marriage not physically possible"

78 agree | 73 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

bums

8:45 AM MST on Wed., Mar. 18, 2009 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

88 agree | 95 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Concerned Reader says:

The information above about The Deaf and Hard of Hearing in Government Employment and
Technology Forum was incorrect. This forum was held last May 2008 was at NO cost to the
participants. This Forum was open to all government employees, and not just restricted to those
specific interest groups such as those mentioned above. However the 3-day National Training
Conference conference that is held biennially costs well under the 1,000 registration fees mentioned
here in this article. The training provided by DHHIG is to help its membership get the training needed
for them to further integrate in the federal workforce. I agree that the government should to more to
unify the groups and seriously address the decline in certain groups of the government workforce.

8:33 PM MST on Fri., Mar. 6, 2009 re: "Melanie Scarborough: ‘Colorblind’ government a joke"

106 agree | 92 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Birdzilla says:

Time to give the of the boot to the entire UN bunch of crooks running the whole rotten UN we should
have absolutly nothing to do with this wretched UN

6:57 PM MST on Sun., Mar. 1, 2009 re: "Mark Newgent: Stupid environmentalist tricks in College Park"

135 agree | 100 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Birdzilla says:

If these stupid liberals cant read what the costitution was read ment for then they should just consiter
stepping down and let a more conservative proconstitutional canadate in

10:14 PM MST on Thu., Feb. 26, 2009 re: "Robert A. Levy: Should Congress or the courts decide D.C. gun
ban’s fate?"

129 agree | 111 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

I think Pickens is a great mind in action. he has a plan and if i can come up with the cash my money
is on him and his ideas. we need to get away from foreign oil. wind power, solar power,hydro power
and geo thermal is the way to go. other countries are way ahead of us, especially those who have
little oil. t. williams wi.

3:28 PM MST on Sun., Feb. 22, 2009 re: "Timothy Carney: Shocking! Windmill owner wants subsidies!"

109 agree | 117 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Dr. Intoxicated says:

can you link the survey you mentioned because I looked through the pew site and couldn't find it. The
closest thing I found was from 2006 and stated that those making over $75,000 a year were more
likely to cheat on taxes mentioning no political alignment.

8:51 AM MST on Fri., Feb. 6, 2009 re: "Peter Schweizer: Conservatives more honest than liberals?"

100 agree | 100 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Jeffrey Beall says:

You say, "government information more readily available to the pubic" but I think you really mean
"public."

11:35 AM MST on Thu., Feb. 5, 2009 re: "Ari Schwartz: Congressional Research Service ought to be open to
public"

87 agree | 86 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader -You betcha says:

Mr. Shaefer may have had his moments but who doesn't-especially politicians. Look what we have in
his place. A true ******. My husband is a veteran and of course there are VFWs for veterans to go, but
Mr. Franchot decides that the posts does not need machines to play for fun so he has them taken out.
We're talking about people that are 70-80 years old. And just because the state cannot get a share
from these machines, the rest of the story is history written by Peter Franchot (or whatever his name
is).

4:58 PM MST on Mon., Feb. 2, 2009 re: "Tom Schaller: It’s time for Maryland’s Comptroller Schaefer to retire"

86 agree | 87 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

OBAMA PLAYS WITH HAND PUPPETS

10:27 PM MST on Sat., Jan. 17, 2009 re: "Melanie Scarborough: Obama on Obama is scary truth"

129 agree | 68 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

poop

1:15 PM MST on Mon., Dec. 8, 2008 re: "Thomas Schaller: Imagining a post-Sept. 11 world with Gore as
president"

94 agree | 109 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Birdzilla says:

According to these eco-wackos all this GLOBAL WARMING will make the earth look like it did in that
stupid movie WATERWORLD in which we get tosee that idiot KEVIN KOSNER swimming and looking
like a complete dork, Al gore can stop global warming by geeting his piehole closed and cutting off all
that HOT AIR he produces

9:22 AM MST on Sat., Nov. 29, 2008 re: "Mark Newgent: Stupid environmentalist tricks in College Park"

97 agree | 95 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Birdzilla says:

The green freaks are always pulling off stupid stunts all the time making how stupid they are

2:04 PM MST on Sun., Nov. 23, 2008 re: "Mark Newgent: Stupid environmentalist tricks in College Park"

105 agree | 100 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

ertrcnar says:

comonmoncn

7:08 PM MST on Sat., Nov. 22, 2008 re: "Lawrence Haas: Democrats should beware of the post-Vietnam
syndrome"

115 agree | 102 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Ethically curious says:

Too often these sensitive topics arise from anthropomorphizing creatures: we can only assume what
an animal feels, as it is limited in its ability to express itself. Foie Gras supporters argue that birds
suffer less from force-feeding than if placed in a poultry factory-farm: it's difficult to say if that's true.
However, I think there is a fundamental difference between Foie Gras consumption and watching a
dogfight: what it says of the consumer. There is no appeal to a dogfight (or bullfight) other than
watching an animal suffer - the contest has no meaning unless the animals are mistreated. Other
animal sports, say dog racing, do not require a dog to be harmed. I find it difficult to believe that
enjoying suffering does not somehow make one less than human. Foie Gras consumers, on the other
hand, are interested only in eating; if fatty goose liver were available certified "cruelty-free," I imagine
many would enjoy it. I think this is an important distinction

3:26 PM MST on Tue., Nov. 18, 2008 re: "Stephen Bainbridge: Libertarians, conservatives part on animal
cruelty laws"

100 agree | 101 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

felons should have the right to vote becaus ebefore they served they were able to so they should
now...

3:14 PM MST on Tue., Nov. 18, 2008 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

110 agree | 88 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

it's good to be first, i just read god's warrior's vs satan's ????---i'm letting you and everyone know that
this is destined for the big screen. it's huge- i'm going to say it ----i told you so.

8:34 PM MST on Wed., Nov. 12, 2008 re: "What are you reading this summer?"

97 agree | 94 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Ron says:

Hell of a list...forgot "bitter clingers", "above my pay grade","punished with a child","spread the
wealth","just a guy in the neighborhood", "typical white person", "civilian security force", "my brother's
keeper" except for his real grandma, aunt and half-brother,Khalidi, Ayers , Wright, Dohrne, ...raise the
cost of capital for business in a recession...I AM TERROFIED!

11:53 AM MST on Sat., Nov. 1, 2008 re: "Melanie Scarborough: Obama on Obama is scary truth"

104 agree | 100 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

billyjoe says:

thanx for making my daddy vote

12:39 PM MST on Tue., Oct. 28, 2008 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - YES: Punishment shouldn’t
be confused with basic rights"

110 agree | 98 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

Your article is pretty misinformed. The Exim Bank exists as an arm of the US government because it
has access to the US government's sovereign right to demand payment via Bank of International
Settlements mechanisms. Hence if say GE built a power plant in Azerbaijian, commercial banks would
not finance it without Exim Bank financing as the first loss piece. If the project were to default, the US
would demand payment on behalf of the Exim Bank and the BIS would be obligated to add the
defaulted amount to the Azeri balance sheet.

10:13 PM MST on Wed., Oct. 22, 2008 re: "Timothy P. Carney: Sweeping Boeing’s bank under the rug"

105 agree | 97 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Charles Nickalopoulos says:

Would Obama be something like Carter, probably.

10:43 PM MST on Tue., Oct. 21, 2008 re: "Melanie Scarborough: Obama on Obama is scary truth"

109 agree | 103 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Jennifer Wade says:

I'm an educated white female who's at an incredible disadantage being a felon. Many women that I
speak to with this issue are experiencing simlar difficulties. Do you have any workshops, articles, or
advocates that I could tap and encourage my colleagues to look at too. Thank you for your time and
attention to this matter. Sincerely, Jennifer Wade wade.ja@hotmail.com P.S. The stigma that goes
with alcoholism and felon is very powerful.

12:53 PM MST on Thu., Oct. 16, 2008 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - YES: Punishment shouldn’t
be confused with basic rights"

110 agree | 111 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

maria says:

lol since americans have never experianced a decent health care system...except the rich.!!!for the
rest of the usa!!.they actually dont know what they want...idiots apparently want what the top 1% the
thiefs!! are trying to sell to them...

6:22 PM MST on Sun., Oct. 12, 2008 re: "Kim Priestap: Americans don’t want more government health care"

116 agree | 119 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Steve says:

And how much power does the wind farm supply when the air is still? I'm more a proponent of
geothermal power, Tidal power, Nuclear power or Satellite based solar reflection. For the time being it
won't matter the upcoming depression will kill consumption for the next 10 years anyway.

3:15 PM MST on Tue., Sep. 30, 2008 re: "Timothy Carney: Shocking! Windmill owner wants subsidies!"

132 agree | 114 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

was obahama associated with this group?

9:49 AM MST on Sat., Sep. 27, 2008 re: "Terrence Scanlon: Is ACORN disenfranchising the process itself?"

137 agree | 115 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

If you are born american your for father fought for your rights. No one shold be able to take your
rights away because you made a mistake in the past. You do the time for your crime then when it is
paid you still are american and you should have the rights of one. Yes I'M an exoffender I got a
sentence of six years not a sentence to take my rights away and sure did not here the judge say you
can not get a good job no more.Why can an employer deny me a job becouse of the past that is like
not hiring becouse I'm black or white that is breaking the law right. I did they take my right to carry a
handgun when my crome did no invole a handgun. I think my for fourfathers fought fo that right for
me. Why does a illegal mexican have more rights than an american born felon.We are people that
pay taxs like everyone else. We put are shoes on one at a time like you. We have familys we need to
support just like you. ONly god can judge>>>>>> Lance Dishman

10:12 PM MST on Thu., Sep. 25, 2008 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

130 agree | 115 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

flmom says:

I registered to vote today. I hope my vote makes a differance. Not every convicted felon is the same.
Should we all be punished the same?

10:00 AM MST on Mon., Sep. 22, 2008 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

127 agree | 119 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

flmom says:

I was used as an example at a time when many women were being sentenced for being involved and
supporting men who sold drugs. I myself had a very small child with this person and was in love, so I
thought. I was charged and sentenced to 2 years in prison due the fact that I knew this person was
doing what he was doing and I did nothing to stop this person. This was the roughest time in my life. I
had never sold drugs myself and had no previous record. I was just that, guilty by association. I have
alway been a productive member of society. I have served my time but this will follow me for life. I
acept this and go on from day to day. This is very embarrassing for me. I cannot volunteer at my
childrens schools or for their sports teams. I know most will say you get what you deserve for being
involved with this person. I say to that...I have not seen or spoken to this person in 12 years. Should I
pay for the rest of my life for a mistake I made when I was 18 years old? I registered to v

9:57 AM MST on Mon., Sep. 22, 2008 re: "Should felons have the right to vote? - NO: Felon
disenfranchisement is actually a good idea"

132 agree | 120 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

Emily wrote that that there have been no attacks since 9-11-01 "attack" (really and Inside Job, by the
Rumsfeld/Cheney/BushCo Gangster Administration to Benifit Halliburton and other War Corporations)
. . . WHAT ABOUT THE ANTHAX ATTACKS>>>?

10:00 PM MST on Sat., Sep. 20, 2008 re: "Thomas Schaller: Imagining a post-Sept. 11 world with Gore as
president"

137 agree | 124 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Examiner Reader says:

I really wish you would list the exact sources for those studies.

12:28 PM MST on Mon., Sep. 15, 2008 re: "Peter Schweizer: Conservatives more honest than liberals?"

136 agree | 124 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate

Norah Schaefer says:

I would like you to include in the tax bandits the county of Dade in Florida that has tripled and
quadrupled the property taxes in the past four years, forcing people who own rental property into
foreclosure because they are unable to pay taxes like $14,000 on a small 2 bedroom 2 bath home.
People are so quick to blame banks, but the reality is that many of my rental properties have old
loans with mortgage payments of around $1,200 monthly and an additional escrow for taxes and
three insurance policies around $ 1,800. (Just about the amount I get in rent). This is criminal and
leaves the property owner unable to keep good rental property with good long term tenants. The only
alternative is foreclosure. It makes me sick.

10:35 PM MST on Wed., Sep. 10, 2008 re: "Timothy Carney: Tax bandits will have plenty to celebrate this
April  15"

138 agree | 131 disagree
Vote on this comment: agree or disagree    |    Report as inappropriate
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